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Introduction
Webinars have come a long way since the days
when you’d sign up for one only to find yourself
listening to a thinly disguised sales pitch with
patchy audio and static slides.

Read on to learn more about the state of webinar
marketing in 2019 and benchmark your own
webinar programs against industry standards.

These days, marketers from a broad range of
industries are aware of the educational pulling
power, geographic reach and cost-effective
engagement offered by webinars.

About the research

One-off webinars are giving way to webinar
programs that are an integral part of the
marketing and communications plan—
generating leads, educating customers and
bringing organisations together.
And marketers are seeing results, with 7 in 10
regarding webinars as a “key part” of their
marketing and communications mix.
But questions remain over how effectively
brands distribute and market their webinar
programs—plus how effectively they integrate
webinars into the sales and marketing funnel,
and measure success.

Managed webinar provider Redback Connect and
the industries leading webinar platform, ON24
have joined forces to help marketers raise the
bar and ‘ban the crappy webinar’. Both Redback
and ON24 benchmark audience responses to
webinars on an annual basis.

“The purpose of this research was

to find out more about how and why
marketers plan, manage, execute and
evaluate webinars. Webinars can be
highly effective if managed properly.
We want to ensure marketers are
getting maximum value from their
webinar programs.”
Sara Gonzalez, GM, Digital Events,
Redback Connect
Tim Johnston, Director of Demand
Generation, ON24
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Section 1: Who uses webinars
and how often?
We know from our long-standing research with
audiences that webinars are a well-established
part of most established digital marketing and
education programs.
But what about the brands that host and run
these same webinars? Which industries most
commonly use webinars, and how committed
are the organisations that use them?

Most industries now include webinars as part
of their marketing and communications mix, an
examination of the respondents to our inaugural
State of Webinar Marketing study reveals, with
more than 20 business sectors represented.
The leading industries are financial services
and healthcare—but webinars are now used by
a broad range of sectors including education,
software, media and construction, to name just
a few.

What industry do you operate in?
Health care

14%

Financial services

14%

Education
Software

9%
7%

1–5

27%

While there’s no ‘magic number’ when it comes to how often brands should run webinars, it’s clear more
6–10 are starting to see
21% the benefits of regular programs as opposed to one-off events. As with
marketers
popular
podcasts, newsletters
and other branded content, high-quality, consistent webinar programs
11–20
18%
attract and grow an engaged audience over time.
21–50Health care

17% 14%

51–100 services
9%
Two-thirds
of respondents
(72%) now run six or more webinars a year and one in three (33%) are heavy
Financial
14%
users, 100+
running7%
more than 20.
Education
Software

9%

7%

How many webinars does your company run in a given year?
Yes

70%

No 1–5

30%
27%

6–10

21%

11–20

18%

21–50
51–100
100+

17%
9%
7%

Yes
No

70%
30%
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Health care

14%

Financial services

14%

“Around 29% of Redback customers fall
Education

So it’s not surprising that Australian marketers
are committed to webinars as a marketing
channel, with 7 in 10 of the respondents
describing them as a “key part” of their
marketing mix.

9%

into the
category
Software
7% of 10+ webinars per
year. We manage these customers’
programs and they are running one
webinar a month with great success.
The reason? Creating a consistent,
1–5
high-quality
program of 27%
webinars
builds
trust
and
authority
with their
6–10
21%
audience over time.”
11–20

18%

Sara
Gonzalez, GM,
Digital Events,
21–50
17%
Redback Connect
51–100
100+

9%

7%

Do you consider webinars to be a key part of your marketing efforts?
Yes

70%

No

30%

Webinars are a cost-effective way to reach audiences at scale, with 87% of respondents indicating they
allocate 1%–10% of their budget to the medium.
But that level of commitment only looks set to increase: 9 in 10 respondents expect to maintain or increase
their spend on webinars this year.

Do you expect to spend more or less on your webinar program this year?
Same

55%

More
Less

36%
10%

50%

Customers

71%

Prospects

45%

Employees

39%

Partners
Other

38%
13%

50%
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This makes it more important than ever that marketers know how to set up their webinar programs for the
best results—including lead generation, engagement, nurture and return on their marketing investment.

When launching a webinar program,
consider branding it to create a separate
look and feel. Take time to think about the
series name, email banners and registration
page, and how the program fits into your
broader content or communications
strategy.

Pro Tip

Section 2: Who are we targeting with webinars, and why?
Webinars are used to communicate with a variety of marketing audiences for a range of reasons. And while
many marketers regard them as great lead generation tools, they are being utilised far more broadly than
for lead generation alone.
In fact, a majority of respondents (71%) use webinars to inform and educate existing customers, while 45%
nominate prospects as a key audience.
But marketers also make significant use of webinars to communicate with employees and partners across
distance and at convenient times.
Lead generation is the most popular reason for using webinars, with one in four (26%) nominating it as
Same
55%
their primary objective. However engaging and retaining customers runs a close second at 22%.
More
Less

36%
10%

We run webinars to the following types of audiences:
Customers

71%

Prospects

45%

Employees

39%

Partners
Other

50%

38%
13%

50%
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“I love the fact that we can engage

Marketers appreciate the cost-effective nature
of webinars, with the vast majority (80%) saying
webinars help to lower their cost-per-lead and
7% saying they use webinars primarily to lower
the cost of their physical events.

a much broader audience. Running
a webinar has the dual benefit of
increasing our brand reach and
capturing an engaged audience on a
particular topic which is strategically
important for us. It’s the best lead
generation tool I have found.”

By their very nature, webinars remove
geographical boundaries and make it easier
to communicate and collaborate across the
globe, which is borne out by the fact 32% of
respondents say their webinars speak to both
local and international audiences.

Survey respondent

What is the primary objective of your webinar program?
Lead generation

26%

Engage our customers and improve retention

22%

Other

21%

LeadEnablement
generation

7%

Save on and
costimprove
of physical
events
Engage our customers
retention

7%

Scale our marketing efforts
Other

7%

Certification
Enablement

6%
7%

Extend the
andofdrive
awareness
Savebrand
on cost
physical
events

4%7%

Scale our marketing efforts

7%

Certification
Extend the brand and drive awareness
Locally based

26%
22%
21%

6%
4%

64%

Combination

32%
Our webinar audiences are generally:

Internationally based

3%

Locally based

64%

Combination
Internationally based

32%
3%
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Section 3: Webinars: Made for nurture
Marketers are sophisticated users of webinars, with respondents showing they recognise the need to
provide content that educates and informs if they are to retain their audience, bring them into the sales
funnel and nurture them through it.
Our previous research indicates that the main reason attendees abandon webinars early is because the
presenter is too ‘salesy’ and not informative enough.
But when asked which type of webinars they run, respondents to this study overwhelmingly said they
were focused on education (71%), training (60%) and thought leadership (52%).
While a majority of respondents (52%) said they target audiences throughout the customer journey—
at the top, middle and bottom of the sales and marketing funnel—just 9% use them for conversion alone,
reflecting the nurturing nature of most webinar content.

Are your webinar programs designed for:
All of the above

52%

Middle of funnel

20%

Top of funnel
Bottom of funnel
All of the above

18%
9%
52%

Middle of funnel

20%

Top of funnel

Education
Bottom of funnel

18%
71%

9%

Training

60%

Which type of webinars do you run?
Thought leadership

Product updates
Education
Customer case studies
Training
Product demonstrations
Thought leadership
Internal communications
Product updates

40%

71%

26%

60%

26%
23%

Customer case studies

26%

Product demonstrations

26%

Internal communications

52%

52%
40%

23%
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“Webinars accelerate pipeline

generation like fuel to a fire. The more
an audience engages and interacts with
the digital experiences you create, the
more behavioral insights you are able
to put in the hands of your sales team
to inform action.”
Tim Johnston, Director of Demand
Generation, ON24

Pro Tips

►► Using webinars for lead nurture

• Thought leadership-style webinars
should tap into the talent, experience,
and passion inside your business or
from your community to consistently
answer the biggest questions on the
minds of your target audience on
particular topics. Hosting a panel

discussion is a great way to engage
your audience.
• Take advantage of the features within
your platform: Provide links for attendees
to download additional resources while
they are watching your event.
• Utilise your platform analytics:
Engagement is about more than
attendance. Look at how people are
interacting in the platform and attribute
engagement scores based on that.
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Section 4: Live vs. On-demand
Surprisingly, the explosion and increasing popularity of on-demand video services such as YouTube,
the ABC’s iView and NetFlix is yet to be fully replicated in the world of webinars.
Audiences are increasingly time-poor, so convenience is a key factor when it comes to attracting viewers to
any type of broadcast. Despite that, a significant minority of marketers are not maximising their webinar
audience by allowing attendees to access the content at a time of their own choosing.
While most marketers still broadcast their webinars live, only three in four (73%) ensure their webinars are
easily accessible after the event.
Significantly, one in three respondents (36%) say they don’t know how to post on-demand webinars,
while 18% don’t think it’s useful.
And less than half (45%) say they plan to promote on-demand webinars in the next 12 months.

My webinars are predominantly broadcasted:
Live

84%

Simu-live (pre-recorded pushed live)

9%

On-Demand

7%

Live

84%

Simu-live (pre-recorded pushed live)

9%

On-Demand
Yes

7%
73%

Live

84%

No
27%
Are your webinars always
available
for on-demand audience consumption?
Simu-live (pre-recorded pushed live)
9%
Yes

On-Demand

No

7%

73%

27%

Other
We don’t know how
Yes
We don’t think it’s useful
No
Other

91%
36%
27%

73%

18%
91%

We don’t know how
36%
What’s
keeping you from posting on-demand
webinars?
We don’t think it’s useful

18%

Other

91%

We don’t know how
We don’t think it’s useful

36%
18%
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Do you plan to promote on-demand webinars within the next 12 months?
No

55%

Yes

45%

“Marketers are leaving money on the
3–4 weeks

7+ weeks

45%

20%

17%
table if They’re not investing
in an
5–6 weeks strategy.
12% We’re in the “now
always-on
economy”
Less than a weekwhich
7% means people want
to consume content in their own
time, when they’re ready. Whilst, 35%
of people still enjoy tuning into live
webinars, there are still many that
2–4 attend but expect access to an oncan’t
demand
recording.”21%
5–10

1–2 weeks

69%

Tim 1Johnston,
Director of Demand
8%
Generation
APAC, ON24
20+
2%
11–20

1%

Pro Tips

►► Creating on-demand webinars

• Use an on-demand hosting platform:
Don’t try and do all the hard work
yourself! On-demand hosting platforms
can host all your video content and
supporting material. They can be
branded with your chosen look and feel,
and are great for gated content.
• Consider breaking up your content:
Once recorded, you can edit the video
of your webinar into smaller, bite-sized
chunks and share these through other
channels, such as social.
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Section 5: Organisational and resourcing challenges
It takes time to create high-quality, engaging webinars that can hold an audience’s attention for anywhere
from 30 minutes to an hour, according to our respondents. And since someone who has viewed a bad
webinar is unlikely to return, it’s important that the quality of your webinars is consistent from event
to event.
Increasingly, marketing teams have a dedicated in-house resource or team member who is responsible for
developing, marketing and managing webinar programs. This is because the best webinars are planned
around strategic initiatives and are an extension of the content plan.
Most marketing teams spend a month or more to manage their webinars from concept to delivery,
reflecting the length of time required to market the webinar and attract registrations, to identify and brief
presenters, to create or adapt the content, and to deliver the webinar itself.
No

55%

Yes

45%

How much time do you allow for your webinar program to be produced
from concept to delivery?
3–4 weeks

45%

7+ weeks
No

1–2 weeks

Yes

5–6 weeks

Less than a week

20%
17%
12%

55%
45%

7%

3–4 weeks

45%

2–4 7+
weeks webinars also20%
For most
teams,
require involvement from a number of69%
team members during the launch,
preparation
and
delivery
of
the
webinar—between
two
and
four
people,
according to a majority (69%)
5–10 1–2 weeks
21%
17%
of respondents.
1 5–6 weeks8%

20+
Less
than a week
2%
11–20

12%

7%

1%

How many people are involved in creating your webinar program?

2–4

69%

5–10

21%

1
20+
11–20

8%
2%
1%
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These two factors can contribute to significant organisational challenges when it comes to including
webinars in the marketing mix—the main one being resourcing, with three out of five marketers (60%)
nominating it as their biggest hurdle.
Resourcing issues are compounded when webinar programs are managed entirely in-house—which is
what happens in two out of three cases (68%).
In fact, around half that number (31%) say they don’t have sufficient resources to manage their
webinar program.
A similar proportion (32%) use external providers to solve the problem, with 10% completely outsourcing
their webinars and 22% taking a hybrid approach, involving a combination of in-house and outsourced
resources, to manage their webinars.

What’s the main challenge you have when creating webinars?
No resources

60%

Finding the right presenters

40%

Budget constraints

0%

Lack of content
No resources
Stakeholder buy-in
Finding the right presenters

0%

Budget constraints

0%

Lack of content

0%

60%

0%
40%

In-house—we manage it all
Stakeholder buy-in
0%

68%

Combination of in-house and outsourced teams

22%

Thinking
about your webinar production,
do you manage this in-house or outsource it?
Outsource—we use an external provider
10%
I don’t know
In-house—we manage it all

0%
68%

Combination of in-house and outsourced teams

22%

Outsource—we use an external provider
Yes

I don’t know

No
I don’t know

10%
0%
31%

14%

Yes

55%

No
I don’t know

55%

31%
14%
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In-house—we manage it all

68%

Combination of in-house and outsourced teams

22%

Outsource—we use an external provider
I don’t know

10%
0%

Do you have enough resources allocated to your webinar program?
Yes

55%

No
I don’t know

31%
14%

“Webinars provide the opportunity to

put a human face in front of prospects
whilst sharing knowledge they will
value—without us incurring the time
and cost of a series of one-to-one
meetings.”
Survey respondent

Pro Tips

►► Managing your webinar program

• Plan your content ahead of time:
Content/webinar calendars should
be an extension of other content you
are creating
• Don’t operate in silos: It’s important to
get sales teams involved so they can
suggest topics and presenters and help
share and promote your webinar content
• Consider using an external provider
to shoulder some or all of the load if
resourcing is an issue.
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Section 6: Power of the presenter
Passion and enthusiasm trumps everything when it comes to webinar presenters. According to the
Redback Report on webinar audiences, for three years running, the most common reason attendees gave
for abandoning a webinar early was because it failed to engage them.
Enthusiastic presenters drive engagement and attendees rate them as being more important than both
content and platform features. The ideal webinar presenter is both knowledgeable and comfortable
presenting online—it’s a rare skill set and one that should not be underestimated.
So it’s not surprising that two in five respondents (41%) say presenters drive the most engagement in their
webinars, and a similar proportion say their main challenge when it comes to webinars is finding the right
presenters (see Section 5).
One or two presenters is the norm, and while one in two respondents (50%) say they have access to
internal presenters, 17% bring in external presenters and 30% use a combination.

How many presenters would you normally have on a webinar?
2

42%

Attendance at your professiona

42%

1

40%

3

13%

5+

2%

2
4

2%

42%

42%

1

40%

3
5+

Attendance at your professiona

13%
2%

Enthusiastic and knowledgeable presenters
4
2%

41%

Content, content, content

29%

WhatVisually
drives
the most engagement
in your webinars?
rich presentation slides
13%
Video and other multimedia inclusions
Enthusiastic and knowledgeable presenters
Platform features—polling, Q&A, additional
resources, social integrations
Content, content, content
Other
Visually rich presentation slides
Video and other multimedia inclusions

8%
41%

7%
29%

2%
13%
8%

Platform features—polling, Q&A, additional
resources, social integrations

7%

Other

2%
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Where do you usually source your webinar presenters?
We have internal speakers available

50%

Combination of all of the above

30%

We tap into out existing external network

17%

We leverage our customers

2%

Other

2%

“You can do all the marketing in the
Yes
No

58%
42%

world, create the most engaging
content, but if you don’t have a
Presenter(s)
with slides (audioto
only)deliver it, you
passionate
presenter
will see
drop-offs.”
Presenter(s)
with slides (with video)
Screensharing
demonstrations
Sara Gonzalez,
GM,
Digital Events,
Redback Connect
1:1 Q&A interview (with video)
Panel conversations, no slides (studio video)

55%

20%
15%

11%

More options

Pro Tips

►► Presenting

62%

21%

• Always have a facilitator: They are
responsible for the introduction,
housekeeping and QA, which frees up
your presenters to focus on the content
• Consider having more than one
presenter: 40% of organisers have
just one, and conducting an interview
with a second presenter can increase
engagement
• A panel discussion between 3 or 4
presenters is a great way to mix up
the format and keep your webinars
entertaining

16

Section 7: Increasing engagement
The content and supporting materials—such as slides, multi-media and video—are crucial if a webinar is
to retain the audience’s attention—along with the presenter (see Section 6).
However the most common form of webinar remains audio webinars featuring presenters with slides—
used by 62% of organisers. This was followed by presenters with slides and video.
There remains an opportunity to differentiate webinars and increase engagement by using live questionand-answer formats such as studio interviews and panel discussions; these formats were used by just 15%
and 11% of respondents respectively.
We have internal speakers available

50%

Meanwhile, a majority of webinar organisers (58%) also utilise platform features to invite their audience to
Combination of all of the above
30%
interact and participate in the event.
We tap into out existing external network

17%

We leverage our customers

2%

Other

2%

Do you build your webinars with interactivity in mind (e.g. taking breaks
for attendees to respond to polls or responding to chat questions)?
Yes

58%

No
We have internal speakers available

42%
50%

Combination of all of the above

30%

We tap into out existing external network

17%

Presenter(s) with slides (audio only)
We leverage our customers

62%

2%
Using your webinar platform to enable
the audience to ask questions and have your presenters answer
Presenter(s) with slides (with video)
55%
Other the
2%best way of increasing interactivity and audience engagement,
them in real time was considered
Screensharing
20% topic and presenting the responses during the webinar.
followed by polling
thedemonstrations
audience on a particular

1:1 Q&A interview (with video)

15%

Sophisticated marketers were able to drive between four and six content ‘touches’ per webinar event.
Panel conversations, no slides (studio video)
Yes
More options
No

11%

58%
21%
42%

Which webinar formats do you use most often?
Presenter(s) with slides (audio only)

62%

Presenter(s) with slides (with video)

55%

Screensharing demonstrations
1:1 Q&A interview (with video)
Panel conversations, no slides (studio video)
More options

20%
15%
11%
21%
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Which platform features drive the most engagement in your webinars?
Q&A

70%

Polling

36%

Resources

26%

Certification

9%

Social
Custom URL
Other

7%
6%
4%

Email invitations

100%

“We use webinars as an educational
Website

66%

Sales team outreach

tool
it’s
important that they are
Organicso
social
advertising
interactive,Other
allowing the participants
19%
to be involved and ask questions.”
Paid social advertising

Survey Telemarketing
respondent

46%
41%

18%

5%

PPC advertising

4%
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Section 8: Promotion, integration and conversion
We are always looking for new ways to market our webinars but email remains the universal go-to channel
for promoting webinars.
Q&A

70%

Interestingly,
as websites and organic social—are not used as often,
Polling other ‘owned’ media—such 36%
nominated by just 66% and 41% of respondents respectively.
Resources

26%

And Certification
there remains 9%
a tendency to operate in silos, with a majority (54%) of marketers failing to enlist the
sales team
promote
their digital events.
Socialto help
7%
Custom URL
Other

6%
4%

Please choose your top 3 most effective webinar promotion channels.
Email invitations

100%

Website

66%

Sales team outreach

46%

Organic social advertising

41%

Other

19%

Paid social advertising
Telemarketing
PPC advertising

18%
5%
4%

More concerning is the news that half of all marketers (51%) don’t integrate their webinar registration and
engagement data with their CRM or their marketing automation platform—which means they are at risk of
failing to incorporate webinars into their broader marketing and sales tech stack.
A total of 57% do share quality leads with sales, indicating other methods of communication
and collaboration.
But if we truly want to run webinars for lead generation—and conversion—marketers must be better at
understanding our customer journeys and integrating data with the sales cycle.

19

What do you do with your webinar data?
All of the above

36%

Evaluate content performance

26%

Share quality leads with sales

21%

Assess program performance

17%

All of the above

36%

Evaluate content performance

26%

Neither
Share quality leads with
sales

51%

21%

Yes—CRM
Assess program performance

24%

17%

Both with a CRM/Marketing
16%
Do you integrate
Automation Platform?
Yes—Marketing automation

9%

Neither

51%

Yes—CRM

24%

Both
Yes—Marketing automation

16%

# of attendees

74%

9%

# of registrations

68%

# of leads acquired

31%

Average engagement score

23%

# of attendees
# of new customers
acquired
# of registrations
# of certified
attendees

Pro Tip

31%

12%
23%

5%

# of new customers acquired

21%

# of certified attendees

13%

Revenue attribution

We don’t measure program success for webinars

68%

13%

# of leads
acquired
Revenue
attribution
Average
engagement
score
We don’t measure program
success
for webinars

74%

21%

12%
5%

Before launching into a webinar program
always start with the end in mind. If lead
generation is the objective, ensure your
webinar registration data can be integrated
into your martech stack and shared with
sales. It doesn’t end when attendees
complete an exit survey!
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Section 9: Measuring success

and are therefore unlikely to be getting the best
possible return on their investment.

When it comes to evaluating our webinar
programs, it seems we marketers are in danger of
failing to get an accurate measure of success.

Just two in five respondents (40%) say it’s
essential to be able to track engagement insights
from their webinars. Meanwhile, only one in
three (31%) track the number of leads acquired.

The most-tracked measure of a webinar’s success
is the number of attendees, nominated by three
in four respondents (74%).

Despite that, the vast majority of us are satisfied
with our webinar programs: 89% of marketers
rate their webinar programs as effective to
highly effective.

However, webinar audience research from
Redback and ON24 shows the average live
attendance rate is just 35% of registrations—
and a large number of people register for
webinars in the hope they will be able to
access them on-demand at their convenience.
All of the above

However, if we want to more accurately measure
the return on investment from a webinar
program, we need to factor metrics such as
leads, conversion and revenue into the
ROI equation.

36%

But we
know
one
in four marketers (27%) 26%
don’t
Evaluate
content
performance
makeShare
their
webinars available on-demand at all.
quality leads with sales

“Webinars can be great if executed well,

21%

Assess program performance
That means
a significant number of17%
marketers
are leaving value on the table by not being
able to attract a full audience to their webinar
program or capture on-demand viewing in their
Neither
results. Those marketers are at risk of not getting
Yes—CRM
24%
maximum reach from
their webinar program,
Both
Yes—Marketing automation

but otherwise can be pretty much a
filler marketing activity.”
51%

Survey respondent

16%
9%

How are you measuring success from your webinar program?
# of attendees

74%

# of registrations

68%

# of leads acquired

31%

Average engagement score

23%

# of new customers acquired

21%

# of certified attendees

13%

Revenue attribution
We don’t measure program success for webinars

12%
5%
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Section 10: 14 ways to get more from your
webinar program
Webinars are a cost-effective way to engage
audiences at scale, but they can be so much
more if marketers take a strategic approach.
So, to maximise the return on your webinar
investment:
1. Develop your strategic objectives
What are you trying to achieve with your
webinars? Are they for lead generation and
thought leadership? If so, think top-of-funnel
content that inspires. If they’re for training and
retention, ensure they’re available live and
on-demand.
2. Integrate your webinars with your
content strategy
The days of the one-off webinar are long gone.
Develop a program of events or a series linked to
your content marketing calendar. An eBook can
be used as the basis of a webinar presentation,
and if you’ve interviewed an expert or an
influencer for a chapter—or a blog—they may be
keen to be a guest presenter.

5. Manage your resources
It takes 2-4 people up to a month on average to
launch and deliver a webinar. Get external help
from a managed webinar provider if required, or
use a hybrid model if that is a better fit for you.
6. Re-use your webinar content for short-form
video
Consider incorporating video and interviews in
your webinars, so you can edit them into shorter
video clips for distribution on social and other
channels. Structure your webinar into topics or
sections with this in mind.
7. Make your webinars available live and ondemand
Host your thought leadership webinars live—
it gives them more of an edge—but invest
to attract an on-demand audience as well.
Use an on-demand hosting platform to create
catalogues of content. Many people register for
webinars in the hope they’ll be able to watch
them at a time that suits and live attendances
average around 35% of registrations. Consider
how you’ll promote your webinar to the other
65% of people who registered—and beyond.

3. Consider branding your webinar series
Do your webinars have their own look and feel?
Think about the series name, email banners
and registration page, and how the program fits
into your broader content or communications
strategy.
4. Set your goals and work backwards to
achieve them
What do you want your webinar attendees to
think, feel and do after viewing your webinar?
Incorporate a call to action or pointers to
other content.
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8. Passionate presenters trump everything
When you get a great presenter, allow their
natural enthusiasm to shine through. Consider
using a facilitator to manage your Q&A so your
presenters can focus on the content alone, and
ensure they have the opportunity prior to the
recording to build rapport with your presenter.
9. Be human
Have a rehearsal before recording your webinar
but don’t script everything. It doesn’t have to
be perfect, especially if you’re broadcasting live.
Have fun with it and show a human face to
your audience.
10. Use your webinar platform interaction
tools to drive engagement
Engage your audience early using your platform
interaction tools—such as by inviting attendees
to vote via a poll. Include resources such as slides
and other complimentary content—plan for
those moments of interactivity, so you can create
a two-way dialogue with your audience.
11. Consider how you’ll measure success

12. Benchmark your webinars against
each other
Ask the same questions in all your exit surveys so
you can benchmark your webinars throughout
the year and keep improving them.

13. Integrate your webinar technology with
your tech stack
You don’t want to be exporting data into
spreadsheets after your webinars. Investing in
integrating your webinar platform with your
marketing automation and CRM tools will save
you time and increase alignment between sales
and marketing.
14. Promote, promote, promote!
Promote your webinars in your newsletters,
blogs, related pieces of content and via your
presenters, sales team, on social and other
channels. Don’t forget to use your video snippets
and invite your audience back to sample your
on-demand library.

If the aim of your webinar is to convert leads
into sales, it’s pointless just tracking how many
people viewed it. Look at engagement signals
and strategically capture feedback in your polls
and surveys. Assign values to these interactions
in your marketing automation system to develop
marketing qualified leads, and ensure the data is
passed through to your CRM and sales team.
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Conclusion

Marketers have made the leap to webinar
programs that are part of their overall marketing
program and most now consider webinars to be
an effective part of their marketing mix.
But as an industry, we can do a better job of
measuring success and achieving maximum
return on our webinar investment.
So as a community, how can we move
the needle?
Too many marketing teams are failing to meet
the core needs of the audience by not catering
for the on-demand market—and short-changing
themselves into the bargain.

and ensure they are tracking how their webinars
contribute to their marketing objectives.
Ideally, marketers will integrate their webinar
platform with their core marketing stack and the
sales and marketing process to give themselves
the best chance of success.
In a busy marketing and communications
market, your brand must find its virtual voice
and ensure your webinars can hold the attention
of your audience in order to stand out from
the crowd.

The ability of live presenters and expert panels
to engage an audience—a key point of difference
of webinars as a marketing channel—is not yet
being fully exploited.
Meanwhile, before implementing a webinar
program, marketing teams must know what they
want to achieve—be it lead generation, nurture
or conversion, to name a few key metrics—
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About
Redback
Connect

ON24 is on a mission to redefine how organisations
engage with their audiences, powering interactive,
data-rich webinars and content experiences that help
people connect on a more human level and make
smarter business decisions.
Through the ON24 Platform, marketers can create
live, always-on and personalized digital experiences,
understand audience behavior and turn that
intelligence into action. Informed by more than a
billion engagement minutes—including 12 million
polls, 1.3 million surveys, 1.5 million conversations,
and conversion of over 17 million resources—
marketers drive more revenue from ON24 webinars
than any other digital channel. Headquartered in
San Francisco, ON24 has a wide global footprint
with eight offices in key regions, including London,
Munich, Singapore, Stockholm and Sydney.

Redback Connect helps Australian and New Zealand
organisations connect across distance in two ways.
They provide the most convenient and innovative
tele, web and video conferencing service available
and we help design and deliver engaging Webinar
Programs from concept to completion.
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